2022 TREES FOR HOUSTON
CLAY SHOOT WINNERS LIST

HOA
HOA TEAM: Ashlock Tree Nursery (284)
1. Tanner Vacha
2. Darrell Allen
3. Jack Fitzgerald
4. Linus Ashlock

A CLASS – PLATINUM
1st PLACE TEAM: James Whittenburg Youth Team (262)
1. Jonathan Prince
2. Kenny Hartenstheiner
3. Tranton Breaux
4. Makenzi Harmon

B CLASS – GOLD
1st PLACE TEAM: Harvey Builders (228)
1. Steve Ridout
2. Brian Lamont
3. Lohn Zylicz
4. Hunter Harris

C CLASS – SILVER
1st PLACE TEAM: Avera Companies / Gregory Holmes (181)
1. Wes Williams
2. Gregory Holmes
3. Zack Taylor
4. Paul Dominique

C CLASS – BRONZE
1st PLACE TEAM: Allen Harrison Company Team 1 (149)
1. Erik Thomas
2. Bryan Stanford
3. Ryan Ribeiro-DePriest
4. Will Harper

HOA FLURRY

HOA TOWERING PINE COURSE FLURRY TEAM:
Harvey Builders (89)
1. Dan Hlavac
2. Nicole Boudreau
3. Lauri Lampson
4. Rachel Hinton

HOA MIGHTY OAK COURSE FLURRY TEAM:
James Whittenburg Youth Team (85)
1. Kenny Hartenstheiner
2. Makenzi Harmon
3. Tranton Breaux
4. Jonathan Prince

INDIVIDUALS

HOA MALE:
Steve Ridout (74)

HOA FEMALE:
Madison Jones (64)

HOA YOUTH MALE:
Jonathan Prince (69)

HOA YOUTH FEMALE:
Makenzi Harmon (64)